Materials needed to achieve and worn White Wash effect on armor plates.

We can use a brush to apply the paint...

...or with the help of a sponge to create the mapping effect.

Immediately after it has dried and with the help of a stiff brush moistened with water use it on those areas where we want to get rid of white paint to reveal the base color.

If we remove with a large round brush before it dries we can create the effect of the paint faded and how the rain withdraws it. We must be careful with the drying time because the acrylic can be leave some marks and become more difficult to remove.

Applied with an airbrush or brush on the primer, it is perfect for winter camouflage in which we simulate the effect of white paint faded from use and weather conditions.

AK 751
WASHABLE WHITE

Washable White acrylic is actually like the rest of acrylic safe because its grip has been modified and weakened so that after being applied can be removed with water and various tools (stiff bristle brushes, needles or wooden sticks, etc.).

Different effects achieved with the same kind of paint and different drying times.